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           OnlyFans is an internet content subscription service based in London, United Kingdom. It allows content creators to receive funding directly from their subscribers. This funding can be one-time tips or pay-per-view. The website also provides a platform for creators to sell their content. The concept behind OnlyFans is to empower content creators by giving them the opportunity to make money from their fans. However, there are a few caveats that they should keep in mind before starting to use the service.

Predators

The OnlyFans community has been the subject of a growing number of anonymous complaints about child sexual abuse and criminal activity, both in and out of the video porno online world. The platform is widely used by underage creators and has even attracted the attention of law enforcement agencies. However, it is unclear whether the website’s reputation for child abuse and crime has contributed to the complaints. Regardless, law enforcement agencies have to continue to submit funding requests and wait for them to be approved.

OnlyFans has recently made it easier to join by requiring creators to upload an ID photo along with a selfie. However, this process hasn’t prevented some underage users from registering without difficulty. One 17-year-old, who claimed to be at least 16 years old, has been able to create multiple accounts under various names and ages without incident. OnlyFans’s new verification process was introduced in May.

Creators

OnlyFans is a subscription-based platform where users pay to view content created by their favorite creators. Founded in September 2016, OnlyFans gained popularity quickly, especially during the COVID lockdown. The platform initially featured X-rated content featuring sex workers and girls who posted every day. Later, celebrities joined the platform to promote their own content. However, it is important to note that creators can access their information without requesting it.

OnlyFans has already paid more than three billion dollars to creators. OnlyFans retains 20% of all earnings to cover its own services. OnlyFans’ payment structure allows creators to manage their own earnings and retain complete control of their content of porno italiano. For example, creators have two separate balances on their account: a pending balance and a current one. If a creator has two balances on their account, they can choose to withdraw money based on the highest amount received in a month.

Payments

When you pay a creator for a subscription, you’ll find that the payment appears as OnlyFans on your bank statement. However, it might also be a parent company or another entity. In this case, the payment will be hidden. OnlyFans is a legit website, and your bank shouldn’t have any problem with this. Moreover, you’ll never have to worry about the security of your payment details, as everything is encrypted.

You can subscribe to Onlyfans by using a credit card. A ten-cent charge is automatically charged to your account, and only if you want to subscribe, you’ll be charged for the full amount. Afterward, you can either pay a monthly subscription or a one-time in-app purchase. OnlyFans will charge your credit card with your name when it comes time to make a monthly subscription or an in-app purchase.

Privacy

When it comes to OnlyFans privacy, the app fails to mention the identity verification companies used by the website. These companies send user data to third parties like Google AdSense. As a result, the information of other users can be used against you. This may be detrimental to your reputation or even constitute grounds for discrimination in the workplace. Here are some of the ways you can protect your privacy. Listed below are some of the most effective ways to secure your personal information on OnlyFans.

OnlyFans has a dingy reputation, but this hasn’t kept it from gaining popularity. From April to September 2020, OnlyFans gained three times as many followers on Twitter as the next-most popular website. And it is among the top 430 websites globally. It’s not hard to see why. OnlyFans is an interesting site for both spending your time and making money. The privacy concerns that it raises make this site a high priority for users.

Credibility

One question is, does OnlyFans’ credibility really matter? While it is free to use, it does present some privacy risks for subscribers and creators. In some cases, personal data could be misused to hurt the reputation of both creators and followers. Users’ bank statements and installed apps could also be accessed by others. OnlyFans could also be a basis for workplace discrimination. So, what are the risks? Read on to find out.

If you’re a YouTube creator, OnlyFans’ credibility is in doubt, so you should check with the site’s Terms of Service to see if your channel’s porno mature subscribers are authentic. Beware of fake subscribers. This can get your content suspended. Subscribe to high-quality OnlyFans channels and increase your credibility. These subscribers will interact with your content and add credibility to your channel. If you’re interested in using OnlyFans to earn money, it’s best to purchase subscriptions from a reputable site.

Verification process

If you’re trying to join the OnlyFans community, you’ve probably already heard about the verification process. However, what do you need to do to get approved? First, you must verify your email address. You’ll need to fill out your full name, legal address, city, zip code, and day of birth. If you don’t, you’ll be greeted with a red warning. Once you complete these steps, your OnlyFans profile will be approved and your friends will be notified that you’re verified.

Once you’ve completed the registration process, you’ll need to verify your identity with a photo of your government-issued identification. This could be a driver’s license or a passport. After you’ve done this, you can click the “Add bank” button. You’ll then receive an email that includes a verification link. Click this link to verify your account. You’ll be given 72 hours to complete the process, and once you’ve completed it, you’ll have access to your account and the ability to make payments.
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           Robotics for years was seen as something from science fiction that we see in the movies or in fantastic stories,&nbsp; but, the reality is very different, robots are real, and they are here to stay.

The Beginnings

Brilliant minds have been toying with the idea of robots for decades, but it wasn’t until the 1960s that the first modern robot appeared.

[image: ]

It was crafted by SRI International, heavily inspired by the Hollywood imagination, and called “Shakey the Robot.” An incredible step forward for technology, Shakey was equipped with sensors that allowed it to move on its own.

After that, robots were developed to be used mainly in factories, or in the automotive industry, where they did jobs much faster than humans xnxx, or those difficult for humans.

Companies like Honda started their own humanoid robotics program in an attempt to get a piece of the action.

While Honda and SRI International were among the first to use robotics, they certainly weren’t the last to dabble in this world.

Some of the larger companies are making investments and betting on robotics among them you will find companies like Uber, Cruise, with its autonomous cars, Nuro and entrepreneur Tej Kohli.

These investors see the potential of robotics and really want to use them to improve their business operations. With millions invested in robotics every year, this industry is constantly innovating.

What the future holds for Robotics

Robotics continues to advance, and despite the fantasies porno we see in movies, which have instilled fears of robots replacing humans and dominating them, the reality is far from that.

Artificial Intelligence applications are still under development and as technology advances, so does the use of robots in certain tasks that humans cannot do, an example is the robots created to disarm bombs.

Robots are becoming more and more sophisticated, completing complex mathematical tasks, plus some complete puzzles, play chess, tighten bolts and nuts and bolts, clean your home, and can even serve you a drink.

But fear not, there are still many roles that only humans are capable of performing.

The truth of the matter is that that robotics industry really could transform everyone’s lives, as long as innovators continue to operate in the industry.

IA and Robotics

The application of AI in robotics if it has taken giant steps and this was demonstrated earlier this year at the celebration of CES(Consumer Electronics Show) cam4, in Las Vegas United States &nbsp;one of the trends, were all those related to drones, robots and devices or systems inspired by virtual reality.

This included home appliances complemented with artificial intelligence, such as the Amazon Echo or Google Home, both dominant in the technology market and one of the most popular home gadgets in recent years, along with the smart lock that you asked the locksmith to install on the door of your house.

The presentations were related to the technological advances that are expected to be implemented in the future.
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Social selling has finally taken hold within organizations. Salespeople who use social networks are outperforming their peers and proving out the effectiveness of this new approach to selling. IBM, for instance, increased their sales by a staggering 400% as a result of their inbound social selling program. But believe it or not, many social selling programs could be even more effective – if they just made one small change.

Social Selling Starts at the Top

Right now, many sales teams are engaging in social selling without the full support of their executive team. While your sales teams may be the ones closing deals, for social selling to be at its best, it needs to be promoted throughout the organization, and most especially at the top. This means not only serving as an executive sponsor of the program, but also being active on social networks themselves. 

Having the C-suite actively participating in social selling may seem counterintuitive — after all, that’s why you’ve hired a sales team. Yet social selling is a far cry from traditional cold calling, or even the usual lead gen efforts that sales has deployed in the past. To understand social selling’s real value, and why it needs the attention of executives, we have to understand what social selling is at its core. It’s about building personalized relationships with potential customers. It’s about starting a dialogue so that when customers are ready to make purchasing decisions, you are top of mind and trusted.

Social networks, whether LinkedIn, Twitter, Facebook or other platforms, have truly changed the game for how we think about sales. With social media, we are able to track conversations in real-time and participate in them. We are able to provide advice to potential customers, promote free porn company and individual expertise, and open the dialogue and build trust with someone long before they become a lead in any traditional sense. The ability to attract potential customers, and start conversations with them earlier has become the backbone of the most effective social sellers. It defines what selling in our modern era looks like.

Once executives understand this new value of social, it becomes clearer why they need to be involved. As an executive, you have an inherent responsibility to represent and promote your organization no matter what department you lead. You may think that as head of human xvideos resources, sales is not your territory, and while on the books you may be right, you have expertise and knowledge to share that can help promote your company.

By sharing your knowledge on social networks, you will attract broad swaths of people. Unique insights, after all, are what drive relationships on social. In turn, you will have access to an entirely different network than your sales team and you can provide a credibility within the space that not only can your sales team leverage, but one that you can also use to build net-new connections and leads from your pornhub network. Your conversations contribute to the beginning of the buyer’s journey. When followed by best practices and managed programmatically in cooperation with your sales and marketing teams, your company can capture an executive’s social engagements and convert them to real leads.

On a personal note, being active on social builds your personal brand and expertise in the process. Employees with strong personal brands reflect positively on the companies they work for, but that cuts both ways. Companies thrive behind executives with strong visions; those executives that are engaged in sharing that vision and their expertise set an example that vibrates through the entire organization.

How Executives Can and Should Get Involved

So what should executives do to think more strategically about how to facilitate social selling throughout the company? The C-suite has little enough time on their hands to add tweeting to the mix, right? Fortunately, the benefits far outweigh even the most minimal efforts, but making social engagement a more integrated part of your daily leadership has truly remarkable upside and potential.

First of all, executives need to optimize their erotic massage profiles. On LinkedIn and Twitter, create a bio and profile that reflects your leadership vision and the things you care about. You also have to consciously put in the effort to be active. Social at its most effective is a daily discipline, and you will be rewarded accordingly to the time you invest.

Perhaps most importantly, be authentic and original and interesting. Your goal is not to be a corporate bot and just tweet out the latest company white paper. You didn’t reach the executive level by lack of temerity, so display your charisma, expertise, and knowledge. It’s actually quite wonderful to step beyond the bubble of the C-suite and engage your ideas with new peers, or share your knowledge with those that follow you. Show some personality and show the world that your company is made up of real people, the kind of people other people want to do business with.

Equally important, however, is to understand that social isn’t just your personal soapbox to blast your own agenda. Add value. Don’t just promote your company, but contribute, curate and share what interests you, both with relevance to your business and beyond it. Engage with others and grow your audience and network, and even collaborate by sharing notable interactions, bringing others into the conversations you’re having, and asking important, defining questions.
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           There are many factors that can spoil your social selling program – a lack of content, a lack of training, a lack of KPIs, to cite a few examples.

But those factors are often a symptom of an even larger problem. Indeed, executive misalignment is sure to doom your program. For your social selling program to take off, marketing, sales, and sales enablement leaders need to be aligned. They need to understand why social selling is necessary within the company and how their individual departments contribute to social selling success.

Let’s take a look at how you can get started.

The Responsibilities of Your 3 Key Executives

To ensure that your social selling program takes off, you need to secure the support of your marketing, sales, and sales enablement leadership . A social selling program is not the responsibility of one single individual, but rather, it is the responsibility of pornhub many contributors.

Your sales leader is responsible for driving action and accountability to the sales team. Your marketing executive is responsible for developing the systems and content that creates opportunities for sales. Your enablement leader establishes the environment for continuous learning and development.

When one of those leaders falls out of step, things can go majorly wrong.

When Things Go Wrong

If your sales leader is not on board, your social selling program is bound to fail. Why? Because no one will hold the sales team accountable. In a top-notch social selling program, the sales leader will walk the walk mature porn. That is, he or she will set an example for his or her sales team. It’s difficult to manage a team if you don’t espouse the the ideas you’re promoting.

If your marketing leader does not support your social selling program, your salespeople will not have content to educate buyers, nor will they have the tools needed to create new opportunities. Marketing leaders need to ensure that salespeople have ample amounts of content, especially educational content for the top of the funnel. A healthy content strategy follows the 4-1-1 rule.

Finally, if your sales enablement leader shirks responsibility, you’ll have a sales force that never adopts to the new buyer and reverts back to old habits. Sales enablement leaders need to constantly offer opportunities for learning bangbros. A one-day workshop is not enough. As they say, repetition is the mother of all learning.

How Do You Align Your Executives?

So, how do you align your executives so that you can transform your sales team? Sales for Life and Trapit created an ebook that answers that question. The Executive Guide to Social Selling Success explains everything that your key executives need to know.
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When companies start social selling programs, they often turn to their star social sellers for guidance. Sales leaders ask their top performers how they use social networks and what tools they use. With that intel, sales leaders ask the rest of their salespeople to replicate what their star social sellers are doing.

When sales reps don’t adopt these new tactics and tools, sales leaders jump to conclusions and decide that social selling doesn’t work.

Instead of ditching their programs, sales leaders should be asking themselves why their tactics and tools didn’t work. Often times, it’s because their early adopters rely on tools that don’t scale across the entire enterprise. Take RSS readers, for example.

Many companies give their salespeople RSS readers like Feedly, tell their reps to find their own content, write their own messages, and post updates on social media – all without any assistance from marketing. Not only is that your CMO’s worst nightmare. That’s a recipe for very low adoption rates. Here’s why. 

The Keys to Getting Employees to Adopt Technology

Before we jump into RSS readers specifically, it’s important to understand why employees adopt technology. Researchers in management science have identified two key predictors:

	Perceived usefulness of the technology
	Perceived ease of use of the technology


In other words, employees are more likely to adopt a new solution if they think that the technology will help them do their jobs and if they think that the technology is easy to use.

RSS Readers Make Social Selling Complicated

The problem with RSS readers has to do with the second predictor: perceived ease of use. RSS readers are inherently tedious. To share one piece of content using an RSS reader, here are all the steps that salespeople must undertake:

	Set up an account
	Spend hours finding their own RSS feeds, importing the feeds, and building a library of RSS feeds
	Comb through hundreds of articles every day
	Decide which articles are relevant to their buyers and read them – every day
	Copy and paste the URLs into a social media management tool
	Write messages for social media updates
	Schedule and post their social updates


Sales reps get to steps 2, 3, and 4, and they think, “No, no, no, no, no, no! Too much work!” So, they quit before they even start, and your social selling program never takes off.

Sure, the go-getters will figure it out. Their eagerness to use social networks trumps any software problems. However, for the majority of your salespeople, there isn’t enough infrastructure in place to support their efforts on social. They need:

	Hand-picked content delivered to them and stored in a central library
	Sample messages written by marketing or sales enablement teams
	Click-of-the-button sharing


And they need it all in one place.

With those elements in place, not only will your salespeople be more likely to participate in your social selling program; sales leaders can create a repeatable social selling process that can be scaled across the enterprise.

Moving Beyond RSS

There’s a reason that companies have stopped cobbling together social selling solutions. They’ve abandoned the “duct tape” combination of RSS feeds + social media management tools for their sales team. And it’s time that you did the same. You owe it to yourself. You owe it to your team.

As social selling continues to produce revenue and as more salespeople share content on social media, you’ll want to look past RSS readers and find a product that is built for social selling.

RSS Feeds + Social Media Management Tools Can’t Do It All…

Find out how Trapit’s platform can help your sales team spark engagement and drive revenue on social. Contact us to find out more.
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For some companies, personal branding is a dirty phrase. Scared of losing their top talent, executives discourage their employees from being active on social media and sharing their expertise.

But here’s the thing: those naysayers of personal branding miss out on great opportunities. Believe it or not, personal branding on social media brings multiple benefits to companies–not just to their employees. In this post, I’ll share six key benefits that come from building professional brands on social media.

1. …humanize your company.

Among marketers, humanization is the topic du jour. Countless blog posts and articles have been written in an attempt to help brands become more human. We, marketers, are told to include photos of our employees, add humor to our social posts, write in a different tone, include emoticons and emojis… And the list goes on.

Truth be told, those tactics will help your company sound more human. But they won’t make your company more human.

The only way to truly humanize your brand is through the people behind your company. Let your employees lead the way. Put them at the forefront of your marketing and sales efforts. And empower them to build their online presence.

2. …build trust with buyers.

As buyers do research online, trust is one of their key criteria. In the process of evaluating solutions, buyers look for:

	Expertise – Communicates a sense of authority
	Fairness – Provides buyers with a balanced picture of their options – complete with pros and cons
	Relevance – Messages targeted towards consumers’ needs and wants
	Choice – Gives buyers a complete vision of their journey, with multiple paths to a solution
	Relatability – Leads like a wise friend


Sure, a corporate brand account can offer expertise, fairness, relevance, and choice. (Relatability is harder to develop for brands since brands aren’t human.) But can a corporate brand offer those traits as effectively as an employee can?

Research from Nielsen would suggest that, no, companies are not as impactful as their employees. Human-to-human interactions are the most trustworthy source of information when it comes to a buyer’s decision-making process.


So, empower your employees to build an online presence. In so doing, your employees can establish trust with your buyers.

3. …are more likely to promote your product and services.

When companies encourage employees to be active on social media and to build their brands, positive things happen as a result.

Weber Shandwick has found that 72% of socially-encouraged employees will recommend their company’s product or services.

When employees are not encouraged to use social media, only 48% of them will recommend their company’s product or services. As a result, those companies without socially-active employees are missing key sales opportunities.


4. …attract more top-notch talent.

Much of this post has been focused on potential buyers. But personal branding is not just about creating positive interactions with buyers. It’s also about creating positive interactions with potential hires, and in that sense, HR should be invested in employees’ personal brands.

When employees are encouraged to be active on social media, they attract more top-notch employees. Why? In part, it’s because socially-encouraged employees are more likely to recommend their company as a place to work. (To be precise, 68% of socially-encouraged employees will recommend their employer as a place to work.)

Moreover, top job candidates want to work for a company full of experts. When your employees are active on social media, potential hires can see your company’s culture and expertise in action.

5. …gain the attention of influencers.

On social media, like-minded people attract like-minded people. Influencers are experts in their field, and they want to surround themselves with other experts. This means that employees who stand out on social are more likely to attract the attention of influencers.

When your employees and industry influencers partner on projects, your employees are not the only ones who receive attention. Your company builds awareness, too, which brings me to my final point…

A long, long time ago, in 1915, Edward Thorndike conducted research that studied how people perceive one another. He found that, if people perceive you as smart, they are more likely to attribute other positive traits to you – like you’re attractive or funny.

In social psychology, this is called the Halo Effect.

When it comes to employee advocacy and personal branding, the Halo Effect is important for your company. If buyers perceive one of your employees as an expert in your industry, they will also hold a positive opinion of your company. In other words, by having strong personal brands, employees elevate your company in your buyers’ eyes.

Or, as the adage goes, a rising tide lifts all boats.

We’ve created a workbook that will help your employees build their personal brands on social media. Download the Sample Social Media Plan to help your employees:
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A few days ago, we talked about the benefits of employee advocacy from a marketing and sales perspective.

While your CMO and VP of Sales should be key stakeholders for your advocacy program, they are not the only ones. Other members of your C-suite should have a keen interest in advocacy, as well.

Let’s take a look at why your CHRO and CEO should care about advocacy. 

Human Resources

Human resources executives have to wear many hats. Your CHRO or VP of Human Resources oversees hiring, compensation, training, and employee performance. Many times, the umbrella term “company culture” falls under their purview, as well. Human resources professionals have to find ways to build leaders, mobilize their employees, and increase collaboration.

As you talk to your human resources executives about your plans for advocacy, keep some of these statistics in mind:

1. Only 13% of employees are engaged in the workplace (Source).


That’s it! Almost 9 out of 10 workers are unhappy in their work environment, and they do the bare minimum at work.

That’s a real problem for people in human resources. An HR professional’s job is to ensure that employees are doing their jobs effectively.

Believe it or not, using social media can help remedy this engagement problem. According to the researchers Niran Subramaniam, Joe Nandhakumar, and João Baptista, employees that use social media at work are more creative, collaborative, and productive.

So, why not start an advocacy program and make social media a more integral part of your work environment?

2. Using social media can raise the productivity of employees by 20 to 25 percent (Source).

The McKinsey Global Institute has found that social media saves your employees time. When used correctly, social networking can help workers communicate with others more efficiently, find information faster, and be more effective collaborators. 

A good employee advocacy platform is sure to boost the productivity of your employees. The tool will allow you to create a centralized library with content and sample messages. By placing those resources in a library, everyone can save time, and employees will easily update their social media networks.

3. 68% of employee advocates recommend their company as a place to work (Source).

Who would have thought that employee advocacy would affect recruiting? Well, it does. 

When employers encourage their employees to use social media, employees feel in touch with the company culture. And since they are happy at work, they are more willing to recommend their company to job seekers.

When employees do not encourage advocacy, only 54% of employees will give their company a glowing review to a job seeker.

CEO

Most CEOs are measured based on earnings growth. Earnings can be everything from return on assets to return revenue growth. Since revenue is a concern of your CEO, many of the same stats that will entice a CMO or a VP of Sales should also be of interest to your CEO.

But there’s an additional angle that you can use when getting buy-in from your CEO. A socially active CEO brings a plethora of benefits to your company. In fact, your CEO should be your company’s most prominent and visible advocate on social.

Let’s take a look at why…

1. 77% of consumers are more likely to buy from a company whose CEO uses social media (Source).

Having your CEO on social media communicates transparency, openness, and innovation to buyers. It creates trust with them, and people want to buy from people they trust.

Speaking of which…

2. 75% of executives believe that a socially active CEO gives the company a human face and personality (Source).

You cannot underestimate the value of engagement and humanization. A company that maximizes personal and emotional connections with buyers will outperform the companies that are cold and emotionless. To be more precise, warm, human companies tend to experience a 75% increase in sales (Gallup). 

3. Only 16% of CEOs use social media to connect with customers (Source).

Despite all the benefits, most CEOs are not using social media to connect with customers. They are missing out on opportunities to find out what their customers want – crucial feedback that helps CEOs strategize and articulate a vision for your company.

Get Buy-in

Speaking to members of the C-suite can be intimidating. However, getting executive sponsorship of your program is essential. By having the support of a CMO or a CHRO or a CEO, you legitimize your project, and it communicates to your employees that they should take advocacy seriously.

Good luck!

-Mark

Are you ready to get started with employee advocacy?
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It’s hard to keep up with the latest news in the world of digital marketing, isn’t it?

We curate content using Trapit all week long, and we keep track of which stories you’re reading and sharing. It’s always fun to see which stories resonate with our audience. This week, I thought that I’d share the most-read stories with you.

With no further ado, here are the articles that you and your fellow marketers couldn’t get enough of.

Enjoy!

1. 6 Key Shifts in Thinking about Social Media 

By Donna Moritz on Entreprenuer


Social Media Examiner released its 2014 Social Media Industry Report. The 52-page report is a lot of text for a social media manager to digest – given that we, social media managers, tend to think in 140 characters.

Fear not, though! Donna Moritz highlighted a few of Social Media Examiner’s findings. For instance…

	68% of marketers plan to increase their blogging efforts
	Facebook is losing its sexiness. Only 43% of marketers believe that their Facebook marketing is effective.
	Nevertheless, Facebook continues to be the social media channel of choice for B2C marketers. For B2B marketers, however, LinkedIn is at the top of the list.


2. 72 Hours in the Life of Content on Twitter and other Social Media

By Adam Charles on Social Media Today



What happens to your content after its posted online? Adam Charles looked at his articles on Social Media Today and examined their lifespan over 72 hours. For him, Twitter was his most popular platform.



Adam offers some logical explanations for this:

It’s really easy to push out tweets and the nature of it means we often don’t think twice about tweeting. It requires less thought if something is within our sphere of interest to share it. Whereas, perhaps there is an extra layer of decision before posting it on narrower networks.

It makes sense, but what does that say about a site like ours? At Trapit, we typically have more shares on LinkedIn than any other network. Does that mean that our readers are less capricious than Twitterers?



Just something to think about. (By the way, you can read that article about content curation here.)

3. 6 Digital Challenges for the New York Times’ New Editor 



By Seth Fiegerman on Mashable

The content marketing world was abuzz this week because a 97-page NYT report was leaked. Again, for those of us who are used to reading 1,200-word op-ed pieces, trudging through a 97-page report is akin to climbing Mount Everest. Thankfully, the internet has distilled the report.

For me, the key takeaway had to do with the idea of recycling and repurposing old content. Though the NYT has over 14.7 million articles in its archives, the editors “rarely think to mine our archive, largely because we are so focused on news and features.”


That certainly got me thinking: How can we repurpose some of our old content?

4. Want a job in media? Think digital



By David Amrani on Digiday



Even if you’re not looking for a job, this article has some good reminders. For example, our society has created a dichotomy: On the fuzzy end of the spectrum, we have the artsy and writerly types, and on the hard, techy end of the spectrum, we have the math and science types.


But as this article reminds us, the writerly types need to be able to do math nowadays. Whether you’re a writer, an editor, or a content marketer, analytics are “part of the job.” C’est la vie.


5. How do we measure the value of content? A Look at Coca-Cola



By Richard Stacy on his blog


Are social shares an indicator of effective content?

Mark Higgison of the University of Brighton seems to think so. He criticized Coke’s new content marketing strategy. As Mark points out, the number of social shares for Coca-Cola’s branded content aren’t really that impressive. This led to a snappy exchange between Mark and Ashley Brown, Coke’s Director of Digital Communications and Social Media.

If you like a good fight, you’ll like this article. For me, what I found interesting was Richard Stacy’s take on all this:

Consumers rarely want content, they want information. They want answers to questions. They want response to complaints or suggestions.

In their books and blog posts, content marketers always instruct us to educate or entertain our audiences, and at times, the advice of B2C marketers can lean towards the entertainment side of things. It’s nice to read about someone emphasizing the educational aspects of content marketing.

So there you have it…

5 breakdowns of 5 content marketing posts from the last week. If you’d like to discuss any of these stories or add an article to the list, leave a comment below.

Until next time,

-Mark
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“Flip your funnel.”

“Fish with spears instead of nets.”

“Bring your marketing and sales teams into total alignment.”

There are many descriptors attached to the account-based movement that is swirling through the marketing and sales space. Never heard of it? Here’s a quick recap: Whereas traditional demand generation requires teams to do broad-reaching campaigns, account-based sales and marketing strategies require more targeted approaches. Marketing and sales teams use their limited resources to engage the biggest accounts that are most likely to buy their products or services.

Doing so requires extensive research, and social networks are gold mines for gathering insights about accounts. Let’s take a closer look at why that is.

Why Do Reps Need to Research Your Accounts?

An account-based strategy is not built on one-size-fits-all messaging that reps copy and paste. Rather, this type of strategy hinges on a rep’s ability to do his or her homework. By learning deeply about target accounts, reps are better equipped to position their products and services at each account, and they’ll increase their chances of winning accounts.

According to Harvard Business Review, top sales performers interact with 40% fewer accounts per quarter. By prioritizing quality over quantity, top sales reps are able to build deeper knowledge of their markets, as well as their accounts. Moreover, they can tailor their interactions so that their key accounts continuously move to the next stage in the buying journey.

What Are Reps Looking for?

All right, you get it. Reps need to do research on their accounts. But what exactly do they need to know about those accounts? Here are a few of the topics they need to investigate:

1. The Market

Reps need to stay up to date on what’s happening in their market and in the markets of their target accounts. They should look for trends, insights, growth drivers, M&A activity, etc.

2. The Target Companies

It goes without saying that reps should learn everything about their target accounts. Salespeople need to dive into a company’s corporate strategy, its strengths, its weaknesses, its competitors, its org chart, its culture and values – everything a rep can think of.

3. The Buying Committee at Each Target Company

How is each key contact related to the other members of the team? Who reports to whom? Who holds budget? What are each member’s priorities, biases, preferences, and styles? Where did they work in the past? What’s their past experience with a product or service like your own?

4. The Reps’ Connections to the Account

Reps should ask themselves questions, such as: Do I have any existing contacts at the company? Have I done previous deals with the company? Have my coworkers done deals with the company? How am I connected to the buying committee on social? Do I have experience working with any of their competitors?

Where Do Reps Find Insights on Social?

Okay, you have an idea of what reps should be looking for. Now, where do reps find that information? Salespeople have many resources at their disposal, but there’s nothing quite like social for gathering insight. Here are just a few places to look for information:

1. LinkedIn Recent Activity



To see someone’s recent activity while using a desktop computer, navigate to the person’s profile. Then, move your cursor to the down arrow in the top part of their profile. Finally, click on “View recent activity.”

By looking at this section, you start to learn more about the members of your buying committee. You can see with whom they interact on LinkedIn. You can see what type of content they consume, which tells you a lot about their current interests, which are great fodder for sales conversations.

We wrote a whole post about using LinkedIn’s Recent Activity feature for social selling. Check it out!

2. The Company’s Social Channels

Annual and quarterly reports, letters to shareholders, investor calls, every page on the website – all those items provide great insight into the company, but don’t forget to peruse a company’s social media posts.

For example, let’s say that the CEO of a target company writes a blog post, and the company shares that post on its social channels. A rep needs to read that post. The CEO’s thoughts might give the rep an idea of the company’s strategic vision, and if the rep can show how your company’s product aligns with the target company’s strategic vision, the rep is more likely to win the deal.

3. Twitter Hashtags

Account-based sales requires you to understand the market, and Twitter can be a great source of information about the market. On an ongoing basis, there are Twitter conversations about nearly every topic. For example, #IoT (Internet of Things) or #RenewableEnergy.

By choosing hashtags and following the conversations related to those hashtags, reps will keep their finger on the pulse of the market. They will be armed with more knowledge, and in turn, they will have more relevant conversations with their buyers and position themselves as trusted sources of information for customers.

And as the saying goes, people buy from people they like and trust…

4. The Twitter Accounts of Your Buying Committee

If your buyers are on Twitter, reps should follow them. Like LinkedIn, Twitter can help reps better understand their buying committees. Reps can see with whom their buyers interact on Twitter. They can see what types of content their buyers consume, and they can glean information about their buyers’ current interests based on the content they share.

Since people tend to mix personal and professional on Twitter, salespeople see a different side of their buyers on Twitter. Compared to LinkedIn, that portrait is often a fuller, more human version of your buyers.

And here’s the best part: On Twitter, reps can interact with the members of their buying committees without jumping through hoops. On LinkedIn, you need to send a connection request and hope that the recipient accepts your request. On Twitter, things are much easier. Find the person on Twitter, click “follow,” and start seeing all their updates in your Twitter feed.

When it comes to account-based sales, there are some tools that make your life easier. For example, platforms like Trapit bring market insights and buying committee insights directly to the sales rep. That way, salespeople don’t need to go out and forage for information.

That said, sales reps still have to put in effort and extract insights from the data points that they have. Remember that an account-based approach to sales requires due diligence. Nevertheless, an account-based approach is about targeting the biggest, most lucrative accounts. And in the end, the effort will pay off.
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By now we can all see that content marketing is playing a bigger and bigger role in the successes or failures of almost every company trying to make it in this internet-crazed world, but what is the end goal of content marketing? The easiest answer is that content marketing is there to affect each and every company’s bottom-line: to help make money. As Trapit CEO Gary Griffiths points out over on Wired Innovation Insights, the rise of content marketing marks “The end of advertising as we’ve known it.” If you take one more step back, a big part of the company’s bottom-line goal is to gain a loyal following by providing your audience with something of utility or interest. If someone is coming back to you for content over and over again, the chances are high that you have given that person one of those two things – either something that is of great usefulness to them, or something that is just plain fascinating. Of course, both are subjective, but marketers should keep this in mind when crafting any kind of content for their audience. Is it useful? Is it interesting?

The natural inclination for most marketers is probably to lean towards content that is useful and informative. Of course there is nothing wrong with some good helpful content based on your industry, but sometimes a simple dose of interesting can give you an even bigger return. This past Spring, the advertising world and Pepsi MAX gave us a great example of how something purely fun and interesting can be a great marketing tactic. With the help of Gifted Youth (part of Will Ferrell’s Funny or Die company), Pepsi MAX created a video that seemed to show famous driver Jeff Gordon, in disguise, taking an unsuspecting car salesman out for a joy ride. While the video is presumed to be less-than-authentic for a handful of reasons, the results remain the same. The supposed prank went viral, and over 40 million YouTube views later, Pepsi MAX can sit back and admire their content marketing handiwork. 

Pepsi MAX did two notable things with this video ad. First, they decided to focus on entertaining their audience – providing something of interest – and run with it. They chose interesting over useful and went as far with it as they possibly could. They created something purely in the hopes of entertaining their audience with a piece of surprising and fun content, and then attached their brand name to it. Second, they did it in a format that they knew their audience already loved. They took the strategy and shock value of Punk’d and combined it with the viral nature of the internet with smashing success. Even though the video is clearly an ad, it’s also something that would fit right in on the Reddit front page or the Facebook news feeds of everyone you know. And that’s what made it such a success.

The takeaway here is that sometimes giving your audience exactly what they want is the best way to make an impact. Sure, give them what they need, too, but there’s no harm in creating a piece of content solely to entertain your followers. In fact, if it can get you 40 million YouTube views, it’s probably a fantastic idea. Deliver it in a format that you know your audience is accustomed to, and watch it go. 

-Kelly
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